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💦Deluge💦 
 
Reminder: 
 
RU docs reveal desire to sow racial discord & violence in
the US 
US intel agencies warned of likely RU meddling in the
2020elex.  
 
Enter JDs vs Trump teeing off an excg of weaponized
talking points deliberately designed to distract & divide.  
 
Here we are!
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💦Deluge2💦 

 

Disclosed: US nuclear weapons are being stored in Belgium, Germany, Italy😱, the

😱
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NL & Turkey😱 

 

Given the immense unexplained wealth accumulated by Epstein, authorities order

forensic acct’g exploring the money trails via a criminal tax fraud and/or 💰💦 inv’n

💦Deluge2💦 

 

Epstein’s former bookkeeper, in a deposition, said she arranged for underage girls to

be sent to his parties, and others were sent to modeling assignments with wealthy

clients where they would only be paid if they agreed to have sex. 

 

Trump/Epstein vid revealed.

💦Deluge4💦 

 

Trump’s racist comments can be used against him in court as judges cite them to

block policies 

 

Putin suck up Rand Paul blocks Senate from approving 9/11 victim compensation fun 

 

Make no mistake Wikileaks is a Front for Russian Military Intelligence (GRU).
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💦Deluge5💦 

 

Wikileaks, Snowden, & the Belarus Connection 

 

Wikileaks dissemination of RU hacked DNC/Podesta emails is a clear attack by Putin

vs HRC & the 2016Elex.  

 

WL as a GRU front has exposed the op & speaks to TrumpCampaign complicity in the

conspiracy. #Timing

0:00

💦Deluge6💦 

 

The Dutch police conducted a major internal cleanup that saw dozens of officers

dismissed or arrested for corruption and breaches of official secrecy, the Dutch News

reported on Monday stressing that the weeks-long operation was just the “tip of an

iceberg.”
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💦Deluge7💦 

 

Italy: Sicilian Mafia raids reveal links to US mob 

 

Those arrested connected with the notorious New York-based Gambino family. €3

million ($3.4M) in assets were seized 

 

AI photo editor FaceApp goes viral again on iOS, raises questions about photo library

access

💦Deluge8💦 

 

Former Fox News Contributor Monica Crowley Tapped to Be Assistant Treasury

Secretary 

 

Flynn juggled Trump campaign role with his work as a foreign agent for Turkey.  

 

This role has been central to the case against Bijan Rafiekian, a former business

partner.
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💦Deluge9💦 

 

Today, the European Commission decided to take the next step in an ongoing

infringement procedure against Poland, by sending a reasoned opinion regarding the

new disciplinary regime for Polish judges. 

 

Amazon Faces Probe in Europe Over Third-Party Selling

💦Deluge10💦 

 

EU to probe use of Amazon’s data as scrutiny of tech firms mounts on both sides of

the Atlantic 

 

Dems Aim a ‘20 Bazooka at 🐢 

 

2018: DOJ Sues Ivanka’s Ex-Biz Partner Moshe Lax for Massive Fraud—members of
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2018: DOJ Sues Ivanka s Ex Biz Partner Moshe Lax for Massive Fraud members of

his family allegedly conspired to deprive the US of $60M.

💦Deluge11💦 

 

Hong Kong’s Economy Starts to Feel the Hit from Protest Chaos 

 

US, Russian delegations to discuss New START treaty in Geneva 

 

Notre-Dame came far closer to collapsing than people knew. 

 

Trump’s nuke deal with Iran looks a lot like Obama’s original Nuke deal.

0:00

💦Deluge12💦 

 

U.S. imposes travel restrictions on Myanmar military leaders over ‘atrocities’ 

 

Turkish diplomat shot dead in Iraqi Kurdistan 

 

WHO declares Ebola outbreak an international health emergency 

 

BLM moving headquarters to Colorado from D.C., dashing Utah’s hopes
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💦Deluge13💦 

 

Private Prison Bosses Beg Taxpayers to Pay Human-Trafficking Lawsuit Bills 

 

Kremlin Opens Door to Changing Constitution as Succession Looms 

 

Duma speaker wants stronger parliament to fix power imbalance 

Officials seeking way to keep Putin in power once term ends

💦Deluge14💦 

 

How did Kim Jong Un get his Mercedes-Benzes? New report traces origin of North

Korea's luxury rides 

 

North Korea, Syria and Myanmar among countries defending China's actions in

Xinjiang a day after 22 other country condemn china’s human rights abuses.
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💦Deluge15💦 

 

Roger Stone barred by U.S. judge from posting on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook

through trial  

 

Gag order extended to prohibit statements about his case "made publicly on his

behalf by surrogates, family members, spokespersons, representatives, or volunteers

💦Deluge16💦 

 

FB privately pitched its cryptocurrency plan to regulators—that left them even more

aghast. 

 

Pakistan Arrests Terror Suspect as Khan Prepares to Meet Trump 

Saeed faces more than a dozen criminal & terrorism charges 

P has arrested & released Saeed many times in past
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💦Deluge17💦 

 

“Trump’s going to get re-elected, isn’t he?” And in each case, when I drilled down to

ask why, I bumped into the shocking DEM presidential debates in June.  

 

I think a lot of Americans were shocked by some of the things they heard there.  

 

I was too. #ControlledOppo

💦Deluge18💦 

 

Drug Kingpin ‘El Chapo’ Sentenced to Life in US Prison 

 

UN Court Directs Pakistan to Review Case of Alleged Indian Spy 

 

£ could fall to parity w/ $ on hard Brexit concerns 

Fear of ‘hardline’ Boris Johnson & Jeremy Hunt could push sterling down to mid-80s

levels

https://threadreaderapp.com/hashtag/ControlledOppo
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💦Deluge19💦 

 

Tomorrow in SDNY: 

 

Epstein bail decision at 9:30am 

Cohen-related material unsealed at 11am 

 

Michael Flynn is listed as a witness for the defense in United States v. Rafiekian. 

 

House holds AG Barr, Commerce Sec Ross in contempt of Congress #ResignBarrRoss

💦Deluge20💦 

 

American companies could face legal jeopardy for using racist 'go back' insult  

 

Russia denies visas to teachers at Anglo-American school 

 

Spies used top academic to monitor UK campus radicals, files reveal 

 

Sunlight Coming to Michael Cohen Campaign Finance Info
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💦Deluge20💦 

 

Libya Handed Over Manchester Bomber’s Brother to U.K. 

 

Libya inv’n finds that Hashem Abedi planned the attack 

 

He'll face trial in UK for attack that killed 22 people 

 

Illinois Goodwill cuts paychecks for disabled EEs as state implements new $15 min

wage😱 

#Boycott

💦Deluge21💦 

 

Trump makes 13 false claims in Cabinet meeting 

 

Trump Expressed Concerns About Pentagon Cloud Contract 

Pentagon poised to give JEDI contract to Amazon or Microsoft 

 

Senate passes bill making hacking voting systems a federal crime
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💦Deluge22💦 

 

“Please spare me the revolution! It can wait. Win the presidency hold the House & the

Senate & a lot of good things still can be accomplished. 

 

“No” you say “the left wants a revolution now!”  

 

O.K., I’ll give the left a revolution now = 4 more years of Trump”

💦Deluge23💦 

 

Russia, Iran, North Korea Launch Hundreds of Cyberattacks on U.S. Political Groups,

Microsoft Says 

 

Most of the hacking attempts are against think tanks and nongovernmental

organizations that work with candidates or political parties
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💦Deluge23💦 

 

Bernard Arnault, LVMH Boss Overtakes Bill Gates to Become World's 2nd Richest

Person 

 

Pompeo layers over top DOS negotiator ahead of talks with RU  

 

Andrea Thompson, stands accused of failing to disclose ties to a GOP operative

caught up in the Maria Butina affair.

💦Deluge24💦 

 

Jon Stewart Eviscerates Rand Paul on Fox News for Blocking 9/11 Victim Funding:

‘It’s an Abomination’ 

 

Trump falsely claimed human trafficking cannot be conducted through legal ports of

entry. 

 

Louvre museum removes Sackler name amid opioid controversy
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💦Deluge25💦 

 

Prosecutors drop groping case against actor Kevin Spacey after accuser becomes

unavailable 

 

Trump appoints disgraced Scott Walker to oversee scholars at the Smithsonian

Institution 

 

Imran Khan’s ‘New Pakistan’ Is as Good as the Old another struggling dictatorship.

💦Deluge26💦 

 

Senator Tim Kaine Calls on FBI to Open Khashoggi Investigation 

 

Ukraine says transport organizer of missile that shot down MH-17 plane in jail

#MH17  

 

Families, Countries Mark Fifth Anniversary Of MH17 Flight Downed Over Ukraine
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💦Deluge27💦 

 

Top VA Officials Used Personal Email to Communicate with Mar-a-Lago Members 

 

Draining the Reservoir: The Steady Erosion of Credibility at the DOJ 

Norms are being smashed as the dept sends career attys for cringe-worthy

appearances to defend Trump adm positions.

The Dutch police conducted a major internal cleanup that saw dozens of officers

dismissed or arrested for corruption & breaches of official secrecy, the Dutch News

reported stressing that the weeks-long operation was just the “tip of an iceberg.” 

 

The Netherlands: Police Sinks into Crime Cleanup Starts
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The Netherlands: Police Sinks into Crime, Cleanup Starts
Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project

https://www.occrp.org/en/27-ccwatch/cc-watch-briefs/10214-the-netherlands-police-sin…

Russian documents reveal desire to sow racial discord — and violence — in the U.S. 

 

U.S. intelligence agencies have warned of probable Russian meddling in the 2020

election. 

 

We have racial discord thanks to JDs v Trump—violence next up? I hope not. 😱 

Russian documents reveal desire to sow racial discord — and violenc…
Russians who were linked to interference in the 2016 U.S. election discussed
ambitious plans to stoke unrest and even violence inside the U.S. as recently as
2018, according to documents reviewed by …

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/russian-documents-reveal-desire-sow-racial-dis…

A recently released & subsequently deleted doc pub’d by a NATO-affiliated body has

sparked headlines in Europe with an apparent confirmation that US nuclear weapons

are being stored in Belgium, Germany, Italy😱, the Netherlands and Turkey😱 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2019/07/16/location-us-nuclear-weapons-euro…

Trump’s racist comments can be used against him in court as judges cite them to

block policies 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/trumps-racist-comments-can-be-us…

Today, the European Commission decided to take the next step in an ongoing

infringement procedure against Poland, by sending a reasoned opinion regarding the

new disciplinary regime for Polish judges. 

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-19-4189_en.htm
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Private Prison Bosses Beg Taxpayers to Pay Human-Trafficking Lawsuit Bills 

Private Prison Bosses Beg Taxpayers to Pay Human-Trafficking Lawsu…
In a series of emails, prison execs pleaded with ICE to pick up their multimillion-
dollar tab. At the same time, they argued to shareholders that the suits were no big
deal.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/private-prison-bosses-beg-taxpayers-to-pay-human-traf…

Roger Stone barred by U.S. judge from posting on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook

through trial  

 

Gag order extended to prohibit statements about his case "made publicly on his

behalf by surrogates, family members, spokespersons, representatives, or volunteers 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/legal-issues/roger-stone-barred-by-us-judge-fro…

Pompeo expressed concern about sending one of his top arms control negotiators,

Andrea Thompson, to head a U.S. delegation meeting with Russia’s deputy FM this

week after it was revealed that she had failed to disclose her ties to the boyfriend of

Butina. 

Pompeo layers over top State Dept. negotiator ahead of talks with Rus…
The official, Andrea Thompson, stands accused of failing to disclose ties to a GOP
operative caught up in the Maria Butina affair.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/16/state-russia-pompeo-andrea-thompson-141…

Spies used top academic to monitor UK campus radicals, files reveal 

https://www.ft.com/content/1e1cddca-a7b2-11e9-b6ee-3cdf3174eb89
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🏵Important🏵 

 

File511 - HQ
@File511

Goddamnit MSM you’re on day three of Trump’s tweets 
Meanwhile REAL NEWS is occurring  
Like the SDNY Sanctions & limited discovery of DOJ, DOC & 
Trump Admin. 
FFS focus on ACTUAL NEWS like AAG Gore Sec Ross are 
super screwed 
Facts matter drive.google.com/file/d/1F9d-HP…

284 1:08 AM - Jul 17, 2019

192 people are talking about this

Ukraine says transport organizer of missile that shot down MH-17 plane in jail

#MH17 

 

H/T @ThomasS4217  

Ukraine says transport organizer of missile that shot down MH-17...
Ukraine said on Wednesday a rebel who organized the trailer carrying the missile
that shot down a Malaysian airliner in 2014 had been captured two years ago and
was now serving a sentence in Ukraine.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-ukraine-crisis-mh17-investigation-idUSKCN1UC1S8

Pound could fall to parity with dollar on hard Brexit concerns 

Fear of ‘hardline’ Boris Johnson and Jeremy Hunt could push sterling down to mid-

80s levels, says Morgan Stanley 
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Pound could fall to parity with dollar on hard Brexit concerns
Fear of ‘hardline’ Boris Johnson and Jeremy Hunt could push sterling down to mid-
80s levels, says Morgan Stanley

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/jul/17/pound-could-fall-to-parity-with-dolla…

Flynn juggled Trump campaign role with with his work as foreign agent for Turkey,

jurors told 

 

His foreign agent role has been central to the case against Bijan Rafiekian, a former

business partner. 

Flynn juggled Trump campaign role with foreign lobbying, jurors told
His foreign lobbying role has been central to the case against Bijan Rafiekian, a
former business partner.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/17/michael-flynn-trump-campaign-foreign-lobby…

Jeffrey Epstein’s former bookkeeper, in a deposition, said she arranged for underage

girls to be sent to his parties, and others were sent to modeling assignments with

wealthy clients where they would only be paid if they agreed to have sex. 

https://account.miamiherald.com/paywall/stop?resume=219494920

Kremlin Opens Door to Changing Constitution as Succession Looms 

By Henry Meyer 

 

Duma speaker wants stronger parliament to fix power imbalance 

 

Officials seeking way to keep Putin in power once term ends 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-17/kremlin-opens-door-to-

changing-constitution-as-succession-looms

Libya Says It Handed Over Manchester Bomber’s Brother to U.K. 

 

Libya investigation finds that Hashem Abedi planned the attack 

 

He'll face trial in U.K. for attack that killed 22 people 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-17/libya-says-it-handed-over-
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manchester-bomber-s-brother-to-u-k

Pakistan Arrests Terror Suspect as Khan Prepares to Meet Trump 

 

Saeed faces more than a dozen criminal & terrorism charges 

 

Pakistan has arrested and released Saeed many times in past 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-17/pakistan-arrests-terror-

suspect-as-khan-prepares-to-meet-trump

Russia, Iran, North Korea Launch Hundreds of Cyberattacks on U.S. Political Groups,

Microsoft Says 

Most of the hacking attempts are against think tanks and nongovernmental

organizations that work with candidates or political parties 

 

Russia, Iran, North Korea Launch Hundreds of Cyberattacks on U.S. P…
Suspected nation-state hackers from Russia, Iran and elsewhere have launched
nearly 800 cyberattacks against political organizations over the past year that have
been detected by Microsoft, with the …

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-iran-north-korea-launch-hundreds-of-cyberattacks-…

Putin pal Rand Paul blocks Senate from approving 9/11 victim compensation fund 

Rand Paul blocks Senate from approving 9/11 victim compensation fund
Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) on Wednesday blocked an attempt by Democrats to pass
an extension of the September 11th Victim Compensation Fund. 

https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/453519-rand-paul-blocks-senate-vote-on-9-11-vic…

More Broward County shananigans suspected 

Gary Fineout
@fineout

US District Judge Mark Walker recused himself from Amendment
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US District Judge Mark Walker recused himself from Amendment 
4 case after Broward SOE Pete Antonacci & SOS Laurel Lee 
hired a lawyer from firm where his wife works. In his order, 
Walker called move “deeply troubling” & suggests it could have 
been done by design

123 6:36 PM - Jul 17, 2019

122 people are talking about this

2017: McCain: Rand Paul 'is now working for Vladimir Putin' 

H/T @SydFalcoRules 

McCain: Rand Paul 'is now working for Vladimir Putin'
At issue was a vote on NATO expansion.

https://www.politico.com/story/2017/03/mccain-rand-paul-is-now-working-for-vladimir-p…

“.Sen McCain on @RandPaul: "The Senator from Kentucky is now working for

Vladimir #Putin." 

 

H/T @pocantico98 

CSPAN
@cspan

.@SenJohnMcCain on @RandPaul: "The Senator from Kentucky 
is now working for Vladimir #Putin."

6,687 8:31 PM - Mar 15, 2017

5,627 people are talking about this
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Turkish diplomat shot dead in Iraqi Kurdistan 

Turkish diplomat shot dead in Iraqi Kurdistan
Turkey's president condemns the "heinous attack", in which an Iraqi civilian was
also killed.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-49020786

Trump’s better deal with Iran looks a lot like Obama’s 

Trump has repeatedly urged Iran to negotiate, saying that Tehran’s nuclear ambitions

are his chief concern, talking points that experts say echo the 2015 deal. 

Trump’s better deal with Iran looks a lot like Obama’s
Trump has repeatedly urged Iran to negotiate, saying that Tehran’s nuclear
ambitions are his chief concern, talking points that experts say echo the 2015 deal.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/17/trump-iran-deal-obama-1417801

Families, Countries Mark Fifth Anniversary Of MH17 Flight Downed Over Ukraine 

Families, Countries Mark Fifth Anniversary Of MH17 Flight Downed Ov…
Families of victims and their countries' embassies are marking the fifth anniversary
of the downing of Malaysia Airlines flight MH17 over the conflict zone in eastern
Ukraine, amid mounting evidence …

https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-russia-mh17-netherlands-buk/30059528.html
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‼ Assange & the #SnowdonOp 

John Schindler
@20committee

Let's now state facts plainly using proper terminology: In 2016, 
Assange was running an Illegal residency for Russian 
intelligence, presumably GRU, to influence the US election. 
Assange was a witting RIS agent. As he was in 2013 when 
WikiLeaks got Eddie to Moscow in #SnowdenOp.

2,052 12:31 PM - Jul 17, 2019

1,074 people are talking about this

‼ 2013‼  

 

Wikileaks, Snowden, and the Belarus Connection 

 

By John Schindler 

Wikileaks, Snowden, and the Belarus Connection
After having his first round of asylum applications turned down across the board,
NSA leaker/defector Edward Snowden may at last have found a home. It's been
reported that Venezuelan President Nicola…

https://20committee.com/2013/07/06/wikileaks-snowden-and-the-belarus-connection/

‼ 2016‼  

 

Wikileaks Dismantling of DNC Is Clear Attack by Putin on Clinton 

 

By stepping into the middle of our Presidential race, the obvious Russian front has

outed themselves 

By John R. Schindler  
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Wikileaks Dismantling of DNC Is Clear Attack by Putin on Clinton
By stepping into the middle of our Presidential race, the obvious Russian front has
outed themselves.

https://observer.com/2016/07/wikileaks-dismantling-of-dnc-is-clear-attack-by-putin-on-c…

‼ 2015‼  

 

Wikileaks is a Front for Russian [Military] Intelligence 

By John R. Schindler  

Wikileaks is a Front for Russian Intelligence
The part played by Wikileaks in the Edward Snowden saga is an important one.
The pivotal role of Julian Assange and other leading members of Wikileaks in
getting Snowden from Hawaii to Moscow, from N…

https://20committee.com/2015/08/31/wikileaks-is-a-front-for-russian-intelligence/

Italy: Sicilian Mafia raids reveal links to US mob 

 

Those arrested connected with the notorious New York-based Gambino family. €3

million ($3.4 million) in assets were seized. 

Italy: Sicilian Mafia raids reveal links to US mob | DW | 17.07.2019
Those arrested are connected with the notorious New York-based Gambino family.
€3 million ($3.4 million) in assets were seized.

https://www.dw.com/en/italy-sicilian-mafia-raids-reveal-links-to-us-mob/a-49619671

Amazon Faces Probe in Europe Over Third-Party Selling 

EU to investigate use of merchants’ data as scrutiny of tech firms mounts on both

sides of the Atlantic 
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Amazon Faces Probe in Europe Over Use of Merchant Data
Amazon will face a formal EU antitrust investigation into its dealings with third-party
merchants, expanding a multipronged regulatory push that has ensnared other
Silicon Valley giants.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-to-overhaul-marketplace-terms-as-part-of-germa…

Sunlight Coming to Michael Cohen Campaign Finance Info 

Sunlight Coming to Michael Cohen Campaign Finance Info
The first time a tranche of search warrants against former Trump fixer Michael
Cohen became public, U.S. prosecutors aggressively redacted those materials to
protect what was then an ongoing campaign…

https://www.courthousenews.com/sunlight-coming-to-michael-cohen-campaign-finance…

AI photo editor FaceApp goes viral again on iOS, raises questions about photo library

access 

AI photo editor FaceApp goes viral again on iOS, raises questions abo…
FaceApp. So. The app has gone viral again after first doing so two years ago or so.
The effect has gotten better but these apps, like many other one-off viral apps, tend
to come and go in waves drive…

https://techcrunch.com/2019/07/16/ai-photo-editor-faceapp-goes-viral-again-on-ios-rai…

Some regulators came away from the meeting in a Treasury conference room stunned

that FB wasn’t more prepared to address concerns about money laundering,

consumer protection & other potential financial risks caused by Libra, the
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cryptocurrency. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/07/16/facebook-privately-pitched-its…

Draining the Reservoir: The Steady Erosion of Credibility at the DOJ 

Norms are being smashed as the department sends career attorneys for cringe-

worthy appearances to defend administration positions. 

Draining the Reservoir: The Steady Erosion of Credibility at the DOJ | …
Norms are being smashed as the department sends career attorneys for cringe-
worthy appearances to defend administration positions.

https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/2019/07/16/draining-the-reservoir-the-steady-e…

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

 

Helen De Cruz
@Helenreflects

Remember Cambridge Analytica? Not long ago right?  
So I wonder why my friends are enthusiastically sharing 
aged/gender swapped pictures of themselves on an app called 
#FaceApp  
The creator is a Russian tech firm we don't know much about, 
Wireless Lab. 1/forbes.com/sites/haroldst…

794 1:52 PM - Jul 17, 2019
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Introducing FaceApp: The Year Of The Weird Selfies
Sneaking a look in the mirror while on your way to the shower, putting
on a little makeup before a hot date, uploading fifty different photos of
forbes.com
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Trump makes 13 false claims in Cabinet meeting 

Trump makes 13 false claims in Cabinet meeting
President Donald Trump uttered a rapid series of false claims, at least 13 in all,
during his Cabinet meeting on Tuesday. He made another claim for which there is
no public evidence, and he offered p…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/16/politics/donald-trump-fact-check-cabinet-meeting/ind…

Illinois Goodwill cuts paychecks for disabled employees as state implements new $15

minimum wage 

Illinois Goodwill cuts paychecks for disabled employees as state imple…
According to The Land of Lincoln Goodwill, due to the upcoming minimum wage
increase, they cannot afford to keep Vocational Rehabilitation Program workers on
their payroll.

https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/illinois-goodwill-cuts-paychecks-for-disabled-employee…

Given the immense unexplained wealth accumulated by Epstein, authorities will

likely give serious consideration to exploring the money trails via a criminal tax fraud

and/or money laundering investigation. 

Former IRS Agent: Here’s How I’d Investigate Jeffrey Epstein’s Finances
A retired supervisory special agent for IRS criminal investigations lays out a
blueprint for looking into Jeffrey Epstein’s unexplained wealth and mysterious
investments
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investments.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/former-irs-agent-heres-how-id-investigate-jeffrey-epstei…

Delegations from the U.S. and Russia are expected to meet this week to discuss arms

control and the possibility of coaxing China into negotiating a new, three-way nuclear

weapons pac 

US, Russian delegations to discuss New START treaty in Geneva
Delegations from the U.S. and Russia are expected to meet this week to discuss
arms control and the possibility of coaxing China into negotiating a new, three-way
nuclear weapons pact, two senior adm…

https://www.militarytimes.com/news/pentagon-congress/2019/07/15/us-russian-delegat…

Notre-Dame came far closer to collapsing than people knew. This is how it was saved. 

Notre-Dame came far closer to collapsing than people knew. This is ho…
A baffling alert. A race to the wrong building. Notre-Dame still stands only because
firefighters decided to risk everything, a New York Times reconstruction has found.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/07/16/world/europe/notre-dame.html

Amb representing 37 countries praised China for its "remarkable achievements in the

field of human rights," just a day after a group of 22 other countries formally

condemned Beijing for the mass detention of ethnic & religious minorities in Xinjiang

region 
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North Korea, Syria and Myanmar among countries defending China's a…
Ambassadors representing 37 countries praised China for its "remarkable
achievements in the field of human rights," just a day after a group of 22 other
countries formally condemned Beijing for the m…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/15/asia/united-nations-letter-xinjiang-intl-hnk/index.html

How did Kim Jong Un get his Mercedes-Benzes? New report traces origin of North

Korea's luxury rides 

How did Kim get his Mercedes-Benzes? New report traces origin of No…
A new report traces the origins of two armored Mercedes-Maybach S600 Guard
vehicles owned by Kim Jong Un and how they got to Pyongyang.

https://www.cnn.com/style/article/north-korea-luxury-vehicles-intl-hnk/index.html

U.S. imposes travel restrictions on Myanmar military leaders over ‘atrocities’ 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/us-imposes-travel-restrictions-…

“Trump’s going to get re-elected, isn’t he?” And in each case, when I drilled down to

ask why, I bumped into the Democratic presidential debates in June. I think a lot of

Americans were shocked by some of the things they heard there. I was. 

Opinion | ‘Trump’s Going to Get Re-elected, Isn’t He?’
Voters have reason to worry.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/16/opinion/trump-2020.html
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Justice is Served
@pleasesaveour

please spare me the revolution! It can wait. Win the presidency 
hold the House and narrow the spread in the Senate and a lot of 
good things still can be accomplished. “No” you say “the left 
wants a revolution now!” O.K., I’ll give the left a revolution now: 4 
more years of Trump twitter.com/pleasesaveour/…

Justice is Served @pleasesaveour
This  
 
‘Trump’s Going to Get Re-elected, Isn’t He?’ nyti.ms/2k8Gaa9
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💎2018💎 

 

DOJ Sues Ivanka’s Ex-Business Partner for Massive Fraud 

Moshe Lax and members of his family allegedly conspired to deprive the U.S. of $60

million. 

 

H/T @Snowknuckles 

DOJ Sues Ivanka’s Ex-Business Partner for Massive Fraud
Moshe Lax and members of his family allegedly conspired to deprive the U.S. of
$60 million.

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2018/08/17/ivanka-trump-business-partner-ju…

💎2017💎 

 

Ivanka Trump's Old Jewelry Business Is Now Caught Up in an Alleged Fraud Scheme 

Why do people looking to launder money seem to find Trump family businesses so

appealing? Ben Schreckinger repor 

H/T @Snowknuckles 
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Ivanka Trump's Old Jewelry Business Is Now Caught Up in an Alleged …
Why do people looking to launder money seem to find Trump family businesses so
appealing? Ben Schreckinger reports.

https://www.gq.com/story/ivanka-trump-jewelry-business

💎2018💎 

 

Trump Said He Got a $1 Million Discount on Melania's Engagement Ring. He Lied 

H/T @Snowknuckles 

Trump said he got a $1 million discount on Melania's engagement ring.…
Trump was given "no favours" on the engagement ring, the diamond seller said.

https://www.newsweek.com/trump-said-he-got-1-million-discount-melanias-engageme…

🏵Climate Change🏵 

 

Sean Charles
@BuffaloSojourn

THIS IS BAD. REALLY BAD. 
 
Everything you think you know about #GlobalWarming 
is wrong. There is ZERO data suggesting we will be able to meet 
the goals of the Paris Accords.  
 
July on course to be hottest month ever, say climate scientists 
theguardian.com/environment/20…

July on course to be hottest month ever, say climate scientists
Record global temperatures this month set to beat previous record
set in 2017
theguardian.com
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H/T @geurte 

Kevin W.
@Brink_Thinker

Marine Vet Grandfather's first salute to Marine Granddaughter.

2,450 2:33 AM - Jul 17, 2019
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🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

😂😂😂 

Mike Galsworthy
@mikegalsworthy

This is genius. Boris Johnson’s handler in the room next door. 

16K 7:26 AM - Jun 28, 2019

7,176 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

D.K.R. Boyd
@ReflectingMan

Replying to @MelissaJPeltier

Irish Times published the decree. 
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🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Whew! Another insane day and the media is still hyper focused on provokatsiya,

inclusive of Trump’s nonstop verbal abuse. 

 

I don’t know about you, but I have to mute or I lose it. Seriously, the nation’s psyche

will need therapy post Trump. 

 

Sigh, how much more?

0:00

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @pocantico98 @Chance_2O19
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